
Classical Greece: Politics, 

Geography, and Economy 



Dark Ages 

• Fall of Bronze Age Greece brought 

invasions of Indo-European speaking 

nomadic tribes of E. Europe 

• “Hellenes” 

• Hellenes intermarried with natives & 

became new people – “Greeks” 

• C.800 BCE revival of culture starts Archaic 

Age 



Geometric (900-700 BCE) Archaic (700-480) Classical (480-323) 





Geography 

• Easy sailing distance from Fertile Crescent 

and Egypt 

• Greeks absorbed much on writing, 

navigation, and other achievements from 

Crete, Aegean, and Phoenician merchants 

(SYNCRETISM and DIFFUSION) 





Geography 

• Deep harbors – many good harbors 

• Focus on maritime mercantile activity in 

Black, Aegean, and Mediterranean seas 

• Exports: Wine, olive oil, pottery, cloth, 

metal implements 

• Imports: foodstuffs, timber, hides, metal 

ores 



Geography 

• Insufficient farmland meant colonization 

necessary 

• 750 – 500 BCE – extensive colonization 

on shores of Mediterranean and Black 

Seas 

• Important colonies at Byzantium, Naples 

(Italy), Syracuse (Sicily), and Marseilles 

(France) 





Geography 

• High mountain ranges enclose fertile 
valleys which were isolated 

• Resulted in decentralized political 
structure:  city-states 

• “Greek” = culture, not political entity like 
Rome 

• Citizens loyal to city-state (“Polis”), not all 
Greece 

• Each polis had its own patron god/ess 



Athens: Development of 

Democracy 

• Leading Greek city-state 

• 750 BCE – progressed politically 

– 1.  Monarchy  (rule by one man) to 

– 2.  Aristocracy (rule by small group of nobles) 

– 3.  Tyranny (rule by one man who favored the 

people) 

– 4.  Democracy (rule by the people) 

Encouraged similar reforms in other city-states 



Discontent in Athens 

• Economic:  small farmers couldn’t 

compete with low-priced grain imports, 

borrowed from wealthy nobles, mortgaged 

land 

• When unable to pay, lost land and/or sold 

into slavery 



Discontent in Athens 

• Political:  Common people had no voice in 

government 

• As kings lost control, power passed to 

aristocracy, who ran Athens to their own 

advantage 

• Revolts and demands for reforms by 

people prompted some changes under key 

leaders 



Aristocratic Reformers 

• Draco 

– 621 BCE codified existing laws 

– Judges (who were noble) could no longer 

interpret laws to favor the nobles 

– Severe punishment for crimes: death penalty 

for minor offences 

– “Draconic” = “severe” 









Aristocratic Reformers 

• Solon – 594 BCE 

– Wrote laws that: 

• Cancelled mortgages on land 

• Free debtors 

• Limited amount of land individuals could own 

• Allowed all citizens to serve on juries 

• Allowed commoners to vote in the Assembly 

Despite Solon’s reforms, Wealthy retained 

control of the Council and only wealthy could 

serve as executive 

 



Solon 



Reformers 

• Clisthenes – 508BCE 

– Extended citizenship to more people 

– All classes could serve in the Council 

– Assembly adopted practice of ostracism – 

banishing for 10 years anyone seen as 

dangerous to state (idea to prevent dictators) 



Reformers 

• Pericles 461 – 429BCE 

– Removed all remaining restrictions on office 

holding 

– Paid salaries to public officials, thus enabling 

poor to accept jury duty and other government 

service 

– “Golden Age” & height of Athenian 

Democracy 

 



Pericles 



Democracy: Athens vs. USA 

• Athens 
– Direct Democracy: 

citizens members of 
legislature 

– Citizenship based on 
Athenian ancestry, 
denied to aliens 

– Women denied voting 
and other rights 

– Slavery permitted 

• USA 
– Representative 

Democracy – citizens 
elect legislators to 
represent them 

– Citizenship based on 
North American birth, 
immigrants can be 
“naturalized” 

– Women and men have 
equal rights 

– Slavery prohibited 





Sparta: An aristocratic and military 

state 

• Small number of Spartan citizens (land-
owning nobility) and large number of 
slaves (“Helots”) 

• Maintained aristocracy to keep slave revolt 
threat down 

• Emphasized military prowess, made 
Sparta armed camp 

• Totalitarian: all aspects of people’s lives 
regulated 





Sparta 

• Boys taken from home at 7, trained as 

soldiers 

• Girls underwent vigorous PE training to 

prepare for motherhood 

• Individuals existed to serve the state 

• Greatest warriors of ancient Greece, but 

neglected art, literature, and science 



Spartan Warrior 



Spartan Hoplites 



General features of Polis 

• Acropolis – walled, raised citadel 

• Agora – marketplace and public meeting 

area 

• Colonies specific to each city-state in 

Eastern Mediterranean 





Reconstruction of 

statue of Athena of 

Parthenon 





“Hellenic” culture 

• Language and literature 

– Every polis spoke dialect of Greek, shared 

literature (esp. Homer) 

 



“Hellenic” Culture 

• Religion 
– Polytheistic 

– Anthropomorphic gods with human emotions 

– Most important deities: 
• Zeus: Chief god 

• Athena: Goddess of Wisdom 

• Apollo: Sun God 

• Aphrodite: Goddess of Love 

• Ares: God of War 

• Poseidon: God of Sea 

• Diana: Goddess of the Hunt & Virgins 

• Dionysus: God of chaos 



“Hellenic” culture 

• Religion 

– Oracular tradition 

– Most sought after oracle was oracle of Apollo 

at Delphi 

 





Ruins – Oracle at 

Delphi 



Hellenic culture 

• Olympic Games 

– Conducted every 4 years at Olympia 

– Racing, jumping, discus, pankration 

– Victors immortalized in poems, statues 

 



Discus Thrower 



Discus Thrower by Myron 



Pankration contest -- submission 



Greece vs. Persia 

• Greeks afraid of Persian empire, often 

cooperated to avoid conquer 

• 500 BCE – Greek city-states in Asia Minor 

(Ionia) revolted 

• Athens provided military aid to Ionians 

• Darius, king of Persia, decided to punish 

Athens and annex (conquer) all of Greece 



Darius’s War Council 





The First Invasion – 490 BCE  

• Huge army of 

Persians invaded 

Greece, but were 

stopped at Battle of 

Marathon 

 



Athens builds a navy 

• Led by Themostocles, Athens prepared to 

repel further attacks: 

– 200 warships added “triremes” 

– Greek city-states organized into alliance with 

Athens at helm – “Delian League” 





2nd Persian Attack – 480 BCE 

• Xerxes (son of Darius) launched massive 
land and sea attack 

• Spartan warriors overwhelmed at Battle of 
Thermopylae 

• Persians captured Athens 

• Greeks rallied and won naval battle at 
Salamis and Mycale, and land battle at 
Plataea 

• Persians withdrew – Greece saved 







Significance of Persian Wars 

• Greeks preserved independence 

• Athens entered Golden Age under 

Pericles, big boost to arts, architecture, 

and ritual 

– Parthenon built in marble 

– Sculpture 

– Public festivals 

– Philosophy: Socrates, Plato, Aristotle 



Athenian Society 

• Male, Athenian born citizens had full rights 
including right to vote. 

• Marriages usually between older men and 
younger women (e.g. 33 & 15) 

• Daughters of citizens and wives kept inside 
houses, did not wander streets 

• Men hung out together & sometimes had 
relations, which was seen as normal 

• Slaves mostly domestic servants, 30% of 
population 



A simple meal 



Start of the party – men only! (except entertainment) 



Husband returning from party 



Women 

weaving 



Occupations 

• Women:  weaving, dancing and 

entertainment, food preparation 

• Men: farmers, merchants, artisans, 

politicians, sophists, philosophers 



Merchants 



Sculptor 



Plowman 



Sandal Maker 



Butcher 



Entertainment 

• Theater – developed from 

Dionysian ritual, 

Thespis’s tragedy festival 

(536-533BCE) 

• Three main playwrights: 

– Aeschylus 

– Euripides 

– Sophocles 

 

Primary forms:  Tragedy and 

Comedy 



Theater of Dionysus 


